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Abstract. Aimed at the formation of multi-robot in 3D space, a new path planning method was
proposed based on the market auction method and tangent circle method. This method makes use of
the market auction method to allocate tasks so that the robot can obtain the coordinates of each task in
the low energy consumption and low cost condition of the system. The traditional tangent circle
method was improved, and a tangent circle method was proposed to plan the motion path of each
robot, and finally form the formation shape and made the robot have the same attitude. The space
tetrahedron formation which is formed by four robots is taken as an example for simulation, the
results show that the method can realize the path planning of multi-robot formation and the motion
attitude control of the robot in three-dimensional space.
Introduction
The formation control method is a multi-robot system in the process of reaching the target position
in a formation and keeping control method can adapt to environmental constraints. Because the task
and environment of multi-robot formation is different, have formed a multi-robot formation control
method, one of the most commonly used methods are leader follower method, virtual structure
method and behavior-based method, the graph theory and reinforcement learning method.
The basic idea of leader follower method was composed of multiple robots in formation system,
there might be one or more pilot robot (Leader), other none leader robot was the following robot
(Follower), followed by the robot relative to the pilot robot position (relative distance L, relative angle
φ) as the input control variable, followed the relative position of the robot and the robot pilot of
infinite approximation of the target value [1]. The leader follower method control structure was
relatively simple, but because there was no position feedback between the robot and the robot to
follow the pilot, and the leader of the robot was single point control, which was easy to appear behind
the robot and so on, the poor robustness of the system [2].
The basic idea of virtual structure method was to regard the system as a virtual rigid body structure,
and the coordinate of each robot in the reference coordinate system was the same, that the relative
position of the robot was the same [3]. The proposed formation control method for multi-robot a
leader - follow method and virtual structure method combined with AUV (Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle, autonomous underwater vehicle) the rolling robot motion in 3D space plane and vertical
movement, in order to simplify the discussion, that only at the level of AUV plane motion [4].
The basic idea of behavior-based method was to conduct all aspects of multi-robot formation
consists of a plurality of basic behaviors of single robot, you can control the method only needs the
basic behavior of various combinations of the basic behavior of multi-robot formations. Basic
behavior generally included target tracking, avoid obstacles, avoid collisions, formation and
formation maintenance, etc. Based on the behavior of the method by the robot mutual perception and
control, the system was relatively easy to achieve distributed control, with a very good robustness. But
due to the lack of accurate mathematical model analysis, it could not be very effective to ensure the
reliability of the system [5].
The method of graph theory was based on graph theory, think of each robot as a node, and nodes in
accordance with certain rules were communicated with each other and control commands between the
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nodes according to the direction to ‘transfer’, the topological structure of the multi-robot system to
form a net[6]. Mentioned in the literature flocking and algebraic graph theory based on the idea of
considering the coupling of the robot with six degrees of freedom in the three-dimensional space, the
multi-robot formation control system was very difficult to achieve, would be taken in
three-dimensional space motion was simplified as the horizontal and vertical planes of the two plane
formation to analyze the problems in the logic was very clear, but in the actual movement of the
decomposition and synthesis was also facing the big problem[7].
The reinforcement learning method was a relatively new research method. The basic idea was to
combine the machine learning theory to evaluate the behavior of robots in the learning phase, if the
robot's behavior was consistent with the expected reward setting was positive, then the robot will act
in the future more use of the behavior, and this behavior the probability will be more and more low, or
even disappear. By effectively setting the rules of reward and punishment, each robot could be set for
a long time in accordance with the ‘training’, the final results could be achieved[8].
The artificial potential field method and multi-body dynamics method combining Kane to realized
motion planning of AUV in three-dimensional space formation and collaborative control, but the
scheme of the kinematic model of vehicle as a particle, considered only three degrees of freedom of
movement of each particle, not very good to solve the problem of formation robot system[9].
By comparing the existing multi-robot formation control methods, can be seen on the multi-robot
formation control method research were used to solve the two-dimensional plane formation control
problem, or only consider the formation shape without considering the attitude of the robots
formation. At present, the formation control method in three-dimensional space is simplified as a
two-dimensional plane formation problem to deal with, but also in the three-dimensional space
formation control algorithm complexity is too high, it is difficult to achieve accurate formation
control of multi-robot system. Therefore, the existing formation control method could not be applied
to solve the problem of formation control of multi-robot in three dimensional space. In view of the
above problems, a new path planning algorithm for multi-robot formation is proposed, which can
solve the problem of formation path planning of multi-robot in three dimensional space.
Mathematical model for formation of multi-robot system
The establishment of mathematical model is the basis of studying the formation control of
multi-robot system, including the spatial motion model and the system state description matrix [10].
The establishment of a suitable mathematical model can greatly simplify the mathematical calculation
of multi-robot system in formation process.
The spatial motion model of multi-robot system is established in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Spatial motion model of multi-robot system

The three-dimensional space position of the robot is obtained by using the reference robot as the
origin of the coordinate system, where the position of robot R i can represent as  i 0 ,  i 0 , i 0  , current
position coordinate matrix of multi-robot system Ss is：
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 is the angle from the positive X-axis counter clockwise to the projection line,   [0,360）; 
is the angle between the Z clockwise direction axis and the connection of the robots.
The attitude angle of the robot R i can through the attitude direction vector ri projection in XOY
plane and positive attitude direction vector ri and Z axis, where  i is the angle from X direction of
the axis to the projection of ri in XOY plane, i is the angle between the Z axis and the clockwise
direction ri . Fig. 2 is the model of robot pose angle.
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Figure 2. Robot posture angle model diagram

The state matrix S represents the position and attitude of each robot in the multi-robot system,
wherein S is defined as follows：
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A path planning method for multi-robot formation
The process of multi-robot formation[11] refers that the state of multiple robots from a disordered
state to form a specified formation of initial shape on the premise of human control. The main
contents involved in this process are the formation of a task allocation algorithm, path planning
algorithm and position control algorithm[12], namely when the system receives formations
instructions, how to determine the target position and the method of movement.
The formation process of multi-robot formation is divided into two steps. Firstly, the method of
task allocation is studied in the process of forming formation, a market auction method is proposed to
optimize the allocation of tasks, and it is applied to the formation task allocation of multi robots, to
solve the coordinate assignment problem in the forming formation process. Secondly, the path
planning method based on tangent circle method is proposed for multi robot formation process in
three dimensions space.
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Logical block diagram of multi-robot forming formation process. The logic diagram of
multi-robot forming formation process is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. The logical block diagram of multi-robot formation

The task allocation of multi-robot formation process based on market auction method. By
means of market auction method, the target state matrix ST is able to assign the coordinates to each
robot, and form a path to track the reference path, each robot can move to the target position in the
formation. The traditional method of auction market[13] only according to the target point and the
distance between the robots to coordinate the distribution, when the number of robots in the multi
robot system is relatively low, the coordinate distribution errors of traditional method is relatively
small, but when the number of robots increased significantly, the traditional method is likely to result
in the forming formation of multi-robot system needs longer time, more energy consumption.
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This paper proposes a modified market auction algorithm, to calculate the distribution of all
coordinates in multi-robot formation system, comprehensively considerate the sum of distance for all
robots Sumdistance to the formation of target movement, from receiving instruction to forming
formation, the time Tcost required by the robot(the maximum sum of each robot attitude adjustment
time Ta and robot motion to the specified position time Tb ), Sumdistance and Tcost are used to set
the weights parameters of K a and Kb in different environments can choose different weight
parameters.
In order to ensure the stability of formation shape, when forming a formation, each robot needs to
have the same speed Vg and attitude angle  g ,  g , so it is necessary to calculate the minimum

min{Ti } of the time Ti required for each robot to move to a specified point in the coordinates.
Assuming the robot angular velocity is  , Li is the movement distance for the robot Ri in the
forming formation process, so
i  i
L
Ti 
 i
(3)

vmax
As a result Tcost = max{Ti } ,the average speed of each robot motion to the specified target point:
Si
vi 
(4)
i  i
Tcos t 

Therefore, according to the target speed Vg and motion time Tcost , combined with the dynamic
equations of the robot, carry out the kinematics control to robot speed, make each robot can reach the
designated position in the specified time with accurate speed and attitude.
Hypothesis formation efficiency index in the process of formation for  , so:
n ! Sumdistancek
n ! T
 k  K a  n!
 Kb  n! cos tk
(5)
 Sumdistancek
 Tcos tk
k 1

k 1

k represents the kth coordinate distribution scheme, 0  k  2 .

By setting the appropriate weight parameters K a and Kb , we can choose the different formation
distribution scheme as the optimal solution.
In the spherical coordinate system, the spherical coordinates of A and B of two robots are known as
 a  a  a  ,  b  b b  , the rectangular coordinates can be expressed as

 xa   a sin  a cos  a  xb  b sin  b cos  b


 ya   a sin  a sin  a  yb  b sin  b sin  b
 z   cos 
 z   cos 
a
a
a
b
b
b

,
，
Therefore, we can get the distance between A and B points:
AB  ( xa  xb ) 2  ( ya  yb ) 2  ( za  zb ) 2

Method for path planning and pose control of multi-robot formation process based on the
tangent circle method. Optimally, each robot in the multi-robot system achieves the required pose
and forms the formation shape in a short time, and moves toward the target area of the system at a
same movement speed, when forming the formation shape. Therefore, the problems faced in the
process of forming the formation of the multi-robot system includes path planning and pose control
problems when each robot moves to the target coordinates of formation.
The tangent circle method [14] in two-dimensional plane can be applied to robot path planning and
pose control in combination with the method for pose control of wheeled robots. The tangent circle
method is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. The tangent circle method schematic diagram in two-dimensional plane

Two circles are respectively made at the starting point and the target point with the minimum
turning radius, one to the left and the other to the right, and the orientation lines of the starting point
and the target point of the robot are the common tangent of the two circles, respectively. Firstly, the
robot rotates along circle C1A , then moves along the common tangent of circle C1A and circle C1B to
circle C1B , and finally rotates around circle C1B to reach the target point at a desired angle. Similarly,
the four circles can form four different completion paths. To complete the robot position and path
control process, it only needs to calculate the shortest path in an actual situation. Point G1 is the target
location for robot R 1 to reach.
The path planning method based on the tangent circle method is used to solve the problems of the
path planning of two-dimensional plane. The existing tangent circle algorithm needs to be improved
so that the algorithm can solve the problems of robot path planning in the three-dimensional space.
The tangent circle method is improved, which can be used to solve the path planning and pose
control of multi-robot formation process in the three-dimensional space. The tangent circle method in
the three-dimensional space is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. The tangent circle method in the three-dimensional space

Step 1: Calculate the time ti required for the robot R i to reach the specified target position by the
program algorithm;
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Step 2: By using Git to represent the target point of the robot R i , plot the position of Git in the
drawing, then combined with the target location of attitude angle direction vector ri and robot R i ’s
initial position coordination Si0 can build a plane H ; In the H plane, using Git as the cut-off point,
constructing two circle CiA1 and CiA2 about the target point trajectory line Gi0 Git , preset turning radius

ri of robot R i is outer radius;
Step 3: In the plane H , make a tangent from the initial position Si0 of the robot to CiA , CiA , it is
easy to know that there are four solution paths straight l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , the straight line l2 , l3 are
l
satisfied to the robot kinematics, we can easy to know that 2 is path optimization by calculation;
1

2

Step 4: Through the initial position Si0 of the robot R i , initial attitude angle, and linear l2 can get
a plane P , denoted as the plane P , you need to find a path in the plane P makes the robot R i can go
along this path to enter the l2 ;
Step 5: In the P plane, do circle CiA3 in the straight side l2 through the Si0 , ri is the radius of the
circle; In linear l2 on both sides of the up and down, make a circle CiA4 , circle CiA5 , tangent to circle
CiA3 and line l2 respectively, as shown in Fig. 5, only circle CiA4 meet the requirements, therefore,
the path can be constructed as shown in the dotted line.

Take S10 : 0 0 0  1 1  , G10 : 0 0 0 0  as an example to calculate the path curve.
2

0
Through the x -axis, Si -point and ri can be drawn plane R1P , the space plane equation solution:

The normal vector of plane R1P : n


i
j

 nx  ri  1
0

1 tan 


R1P



k

0
.

1

cos  tan  

The equation for plane R1P is:
(6)

Suppose the angle between ri and nx is  , then:

(7)
In the XOY plane, draw a straight line with the direction of  , as shown in Fig. 6, and draw the
tangent circle C1A1 .
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Figure 6. Geometrical relations between
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on plane XOY
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The equation for circle C1A1 can be written as:
( x  r sin  )2  ( y +r cos  ) 2  r 2

z0

r is the turning radius.
The center (a,b) of the circle C1B1 is defined by:

 a  r sin  2  (b  r cos  ) 2  4r 2

a  r sin 


b cos   0


b r

The equation for circle C1B1 can be written as:
( x  a ) 2  ( y  b ) 2  r 2

z0

The coordinates of tangent point P1 are defined as follows:

r sin   a

x 
2

 r cos   b

y 
2

z  0


Suppose the angle between plane R1P and plane XOY is  , then:

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
Then by the coordinate rotation formula, after the rotation around the x-axis to meet the new
coordinates:
x '  x

(13)
 y '  y cos   z sin 
 z '  y sin   z cos 

P

The equation for the circle C1A1 in R1P plane is:
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The equation for circle C1B1 is:
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Simulation verification
Simulation of task assignment algorithm for four robots formation process based on market
auction. Definition of the coordinate and attitude of the robot are represented by matrix
y i z i  i  i  , x/y/z represents the position of the robot in cartesian coordinate system,
Ai   x i
and  ,  represents the orientation of the robot in the cartesian coordinate system. Take that four
robots forming a tetrahedron-shaped multi-robot formation as an example, the initial coordinates are:
2 
 R 0   4 3 8 32
 R   2 5 6 64 58 
 1  
.
 R 2   2 -4 9 20 -30
  

 R 3  -3 2 6 160 44 

And the coordinates of each vertex of the target formation shape are:
G 0  10
 G  13
 1  
G 2  10
  
 G 3  10

10 10 30 50
10 10 30 50 .
13 10 30 50

10 13 30 50

All the task allocation methods in the four-robot formation system are shown in Table 1.
Tab.1 All the task allocation methods in the four-robot formation system

k

Sumdistance (m)

Tcost (s)



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

44.9762
46.0676
52.5190
51.6614
50.6772
52.6262
46.0676
47.1590
51.6614
53.1851
52.2009
51.7686
50.6772
52.2009
52.6262
51.7686
56.3782
58.7594
50.2268
49.7946
57.7696
55.3884
49.7946
51.7435

20.5921
21.4316
21.5433
24.6755
24.6755
21.5433
20.5921
21.4316
20.5921
24.7952
24.7952
21.4316
20.5921
24.7952
21.5433
24.6755
24.6755
24.7952
24.7952
21.4316
24.7952
24.6755
24.6755
21.5433

0.8845
0.9133
0.9783
1.0382
1.0286
0.9793
0.8950
0.9239
0.9493
1.0556
1.0460
0.9686
0.9397
1.0460
0.9793
1.0392
1.0839
1.1096
1.0269
0.9495
1.1000
1.0743
1.0201
0.9708

From the data in the table, we can know that the system has the optimal solution when I=0.8845,
which cost 20.5921s and the total movement of which is 44.9762m.
The distribution of the task shown in Fig. 7 can be obtained through MATLAB simulation, in
which the solid dots are the initial position of each robot, and The hollow dots are the target points’
position.
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Figure 7. Simulation of formation task assignment

This solution is the optimal solution for a given initial state and target position, which The proved
effectiveness of the task allocation algorithm for multi-robot formation process.
Tangent circle method based algorithm simulation for the path planning and pose control of
four robots formation process. Take tetrahedron formation as an example, the eventually formed
tetrahedron formation shape is shown as the tetrahedron G 0G1G 2G3 in the Fig. 8, and moves in the
positive direction of the axis x toward the target point Gt.
Z0
R2
R3

G2

G3

R4
G4

R1
Y0

G0
Gt
X0

Figure 8. Space tetrahedral formation model

The target status matrix:
0
0
0
 5 150
90
ST  
 5 180 35.26

90
 5 210







  .




The problem of the formation process transforms to use a algorithm to make ST  S . In order to
ensure the unity of the target matrix and ease of calculating, we assume that the row vectors of the
target matrix are determined by the magnitude of Si1T ,Si2T ,Si3T , and the row vector with small column
coordinates precedes.
Through the coordinate assignment of multi-robot formation based on improved market auction
method studied in the section 3.2, we can assign the coordinates of the formation shape G1 , G 2 , G 3 to
robots R 1 , R 2 , R 3 .
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Through the tangent circle method based algorithm simulation for the path planning and pose
control of four – robot formation process studied in the section 3.3, we can calculate the formation
path of each robot, and the final simulation diagram is shown as Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Simulation of tetrahedron formation shape

From Fig. 9, it is shown that in the case where the initial attitude directions of the respective robots
are different, the tangent circle method can be used to plan out the movement route and adjust the
movement posture, and finally form a tetrahedral formation shape with other robots with the same
motion posture, which proved the effectiveness of the path planning and pose control algorithm in the
multi-robot formation process.
Conclusions
To study the task allocation problem in the process of multi-robot system formation, this paper
proposed a formation task assignment method based on improve the market auction method, which
can obtain the optimal solution in all the task allocation schemes. In the problem of formation path
planning in multi-robot system, we improved the tangent circle method used in the traditional
two-dimensional plane, which makes the new method able to well solve the problem of path planning
and pose control in the process of multi-robot formation in three-dimensional space. Finally, we
tested and verified the effectiveness of the algorithm of this paper through simulation.
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